Old ford bronco pictures

When the classic Ford Bronco ended production for the first time in after having been on the
market continuously since , it left a hole in the automotive landscape. Love for classic Ford
Bronco models and a big run-up in popularity in classic SUVs in general over the past decade
has meant that demand is high for the most desirable of the old-school Broncos. This
resurgence played a large part in Ford's decision to bring back the Bronco name with an all-new
version for the 21st century. Here, we take a look at the values of classic Ford Bronco models
through the first five generations with a little help from the valuation tools at Hagerty, a
well-known classic car insurance company. Hagerty gets its average values from what it calls 3
examples, basically middle-of-the-road condition vehicles which are nice enough to present well
and be reliable drivers, but aren't of show-winning quality. If you're looking for a classic Bronco
that looks like it just came off the showroom floor, you'll pay more. Significantly more, in some
cases, as you'll see in the auction results at the bottom of this page. As you may have
suspected, first-generation Broncos are the originals that everyone wants, built on a chassis
not shared with any other Ford vehicle. Aside from engine specification, the original Bronco
didn't undergo a whole lot of changes from inception to the final model year. Because they tend
to be the most desirable, they also boast the highest values of the classic Broncos today.
Broncos from the first year originally came with a cubic-inch inline-six; no other engine was
offered. In , a cubic-inch V-8 engine became optionally available, and with more power, the price
goes up. The Bronco roadster ceased production in , and the pickup body style met its end in ,
leaving the Bronco wagon as the only model available. Keep in mind that first-generation
Broncos are commonly snapped up by restoration firms that produce "resto-mod" variants,
keeping the classic looks but updating the innards with modern powertrains, brakes, and
suspension. These resto-mods can bring many multiples of a stock Bronco , in fact, we've seen
them sell for six-figure prices. The second-generation Ford Bronco is a bit of an oddball. Only
offered for two model yearsâ€” and â€”this Bronco was larger than the original, and for
purposes of cost-cutting, borrowed its platform from the Ford F pickup. Available only with the
wagon body style, the second-generation Bronco ditched the inline six, offering instead two V-8
engine options, in ci or ci capacity. Custom and Ranger XLT trims were sold, but don't really
seem to affect values much. When the third-generation Ford Bronco arrived on the scene for the
model year, the national gas crisis was not too far in the past, and new federal emissions
standards meant that efficiency was a paramount goal. With that in mind, while the Bronco
continued to share its bones with the larger F-Series pickup chassis, two engines were updated
and added back to the lineup: the ci straight-six and the smaller ci V The ci V-8 soldiered on, but
the big ci unit was binned. Trim levels were also shared with the F-Series truck range, resulting
in Custom, Eddie Bauer, and XLT Lariat packages, but again, condition and mileage have more
effect on value than trim packages do. Now fully integrated with Ford's F-Series pickup trucks,
the fourth-generation Ford Bronco launched in lockstep with the eight-generation Ford F-Series.
A smoothing over of the exterior styling gave the body more aerodynamic efficiency, while the
interior moved slightly upscale with more creature comforts and improved ergonomics. A
four-speed automatic finally replaced the antiquated three-speed, but engine choices remained
more or less the same as in the third-gen model: a ci six, ci V-8, and ci V-8, with improvements
made for drivability, performance, and efficiency. Like the third-generation Bronco, the
fourth-generation Ford Bronco hasn't yet caught on with enthusiasts. It's worth noting that a
Silver Anniversary edition commemorating 25 years of the Ford Bronco was released in , but
because it was primarily an appearance package, don't expect these models to much of a
premium. Of the later classic Ford Broncos, it's the fifth-generation vehicle that returns some of
the magic to the name. Now known the world over as ex-NFL player O. Ford began
fifth-generation Bronco production with the familiar ci six, and the and ci V-8s, but went V-8 only
by the model year. Higher-tier trim levels, such as the well-remembered Eddie Bauer, may claim
an extra grand or so, but not much more. Close Ad. First-Generation Ford Bronco,
Second-Generation Ford Bronco, Third-Generation Ford Bronco, Fourth-Generation Ford
Bronco, Fifth-Generation Ford Bronco, Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Nor do we claim to
deliver pristine trailer queens. Beverly Park sits unassumingly behind a small gate, and what
lies beyond can only be described as world class. Celebrities, titans of business, and world
influencers call it home It's more than just where you live We don't think you can do better than
this stunning Bahama Blue Beauty, appropriately trimmed in a California Creme leather interior.
Since , The Greenbrier Resort has been a quiet escape from the hustle and bustle of daily life for
a select few, and just like our Broncos, they've been offering unwavering quality of service
since the day the doors first opened. With expansive acreage nestled away in the rolling hills of
West Virginia, there's no better way to wander their hills than in a Classic Ford Bronco. This
Brittany Blue Beauty is the definition of the breed when it comes to our next generation of
Classic Ford Broncos. Make a call to your favorite steakhouse, reserve the finest table in the

house, and hit the town in a world class CFB Bronco. Sure, you've seen the color before, and
there are countless imitators in the market place, but beyond the shimmer of that that now
famous blue color code is a hand assembled chariot with countless details finished in absolute
perfection. This Legacy Build was brought to us by a client that has taught 3 generations of men
to hunt from this truck. In honor of that tradition, we helped them keep elements that were
hand-built by his family but modernize everything else to CFB standards. An hour away from
the hustle and bustle of Atlanta lies a quiet retreat reserved for a select few. From the chaos of
the city to the seclusion of this quiet hideaway, as with all things, we find getting there to be
simply more fun in a Classic Ford Bronco. Sometimes things are so good they need repeated,
and other times, they're so good, they should stay 1-of The client who commissioned this build
is a discerning vintage Ferrari collector, and wanted to pay homage to his passion while staying
true to the Early Bronco heritage. The mark of purchasing your first yacht is "dream category",
but building a Custom Classic Ford Bronco to make the drive to and from that Yacht? We only
know of one. Blending high end design with a natural palate was a trademark of his, and we like
to image that he'd admire our broncos as much as we admire his architecture. Nestled away in a
quiet corner of Scottsdale lies a beautiful retreat for those looking to escape reality for a few
hours. You can jump in it and drive to the world class golf course at Whispering Rock, too. This
one wasn't built on a budget, it was just built to be driven. Cruising the farm roads in the
Midwest and racking up some seriously passionate driving miles, The Landen brought us back
to our roots with a no-frills diriving experience behind the wheel of the finest Ford Bronco
restorations ever built. Ithica Falls is a gorgeous backdrop nestled in Upstate New York. The
name says Tampa, but she's rigged for the trail? Yes Sir. This one spends her holidays in the
mile high state of Colorado, climbing peaks and living life like a true trail rig. Just off 30A in the
Florida panhandle are miles of pristine beaches, filled with nothing but the quiet and solace that
only the ocean brings. Somewhere on those shorelines is this intensely unique Classic Ford
Bronco, draped in metallic sapphire blue paint, and inviting you to plan your down time, and
plan it right. The Hutch is one of a kind. This proudly shows it's model year with the signature
fuel door in place of cap. But that's just about the only note to indicate her age, as this truck is
literally a ground up build. Get lost in old Mississippi on historic plantation lanes lined with
Spanish moss filled trees in this Ford Bronco Restoration. Wandering down the coastline of
Highway 1 you'll find this gorgeous Classic Ford Bronco. With the smell of Coppertone in the air
and the warm breeze of the keys in your face; hop into the drivers seat, throw on your favorite
shades, and turn the key It's time for you to just do you for a while. The new owner of this
gorgeous nut-and-bolt Coyote Restoration is well known for his prowess on the golf course,
and even more-so for his prodigious use of the Hammer. Protip: when someone shows up to the
first tee box with a custom golf cart and the word "Hammer" branded on it, don't play Hammer
with them. You should definitely ask for a ride in his Bronco though. Detroit is the embodiment
of the American Spirit. From Motown Records to it's infamous classification as Motor City, this
saddle bronze beauty follows in Detroit's proud footsteps, reborn as something more than it
originally was. A storied past of silver mines, sweeping scenery, and now world class skiing,
Alta, Utah is thought by many to be the foundation for state's entire Ski Culture. From those
snow blanketed winters to breath taking vistas for hiking in the summer, there's no better way
to explore the wilderness than in this Classic Ford Bronco. This one was inspired by the "King
of Cool" himself. From it's Highland Green paint to the matte black hood and tailgate details,
this truck is a no-compromise interpretation of one of the most iconic Mustangs ever. Not into
the look? Like McQueen himself would say: "You work your side of the street, and I'll work
mine". This Classic Ford Bronco finds itself perfectly at home amongst the history and beauty
that is found in Old Greenwich Connecticut. From heritage porch swings to the splendor of
Long Island Sound, you can explore it all from the comfort and modern reliability built into this
4-wheeled masterpiece. A cool fall morning with frost on the grass, your steamy breath hanging
on the air as winter gains hold of shortening days. Grab a hot cup of coffee, throw on your
jersey, and head to the commons. Win or lose, the drive will be world class in this Classic Ford
Bronco. Honoring it's lineage, but embracing the times around it, this sleepy village is an
incredible urban escape just a few minutes walk from downtown. It's also the quintessential
story of the Bronco that roams her streets. Vintage design, high end finishes, and modern
amenities. Check out the Beck Street build. Only a true University of Tennessee football fan will
decide to paint their custom Bronco in Volunteer Orange, but it's a world class fan that takes
delivery and an hour later drives miles to Neyland Stadium for a Vols home game. Nested on the
barrier islands of Maryland, sits panoramic vistas of gorgeous blue and gentle winds of crisp
salt air And that's just from sitting in the driver's seat of this Bronco. You should totally check
out the beaches of Ocean City, they're awesome too. What do you get when you take our
favorite color and custom mix it for an even deeper richer hue? Our new favorite color. The

Grand Haven is a truck inspired by a palette of earthy browns that not only work, but are
exceptional when poured over the world class Broncos that we build here at Classic Ford
Broncos. Built around bespoke mint chocolate chip interior fabric print, and wrapped it in a
period correct uncut vintage body, this vintage styled restoration is dripping cool like an ice
cream cone in Nashville summertime heat. With color-matched exterior paint finishes, a Bronco
that provides this many "smiles-per-gallon" should be considered un-cone-stitutional. A golf
club so elite, that its rumored Jack Nicklaus was denied membership. The Seminole Club in
Florida has a long history of world class members and was even the preferred course for Ben
Hogan as a pre-cursor to his Masters attendances. So what's the link to this immaculately
restored Ford Bronco? Many people golf. Select few can genuinely call themselves Golfers. This
beautiful Classic Ford Bronco restoration gets the same differential Yorktown is a National
Treasure. One of the original 8 "shires" during the founding of our country, and home to the
final battle for our independence, it's only fitting that this gorgeous, uncut, vintage-style
restoration takes it's name from that city. Nestled a short ferry ride from Seattle, Bainbridge
Island is an iconic retreat that is perfect for enjoying the natural splendors of the Northwest. If
you find yourself on island, keep an eye out for this blue beauty cruising the untamed wilds in
style and comfort. There's no doubt it's Lamborghini color code and outrageous Blue Tartan
interior, it turns that idea up to Listen, Old School is cool. But old school cool with modern
undertones? That's what we really love. The client who commissioned this truck felt the same
way, and we're way into it. Quinn, Medicine Woman. This one was built for summertime leisure,
with nothing on top but a simple Bikini Just the way we like 'em. Dialed in for trips to the lake,
grab a bag of ice, load up the Yeti, and head to the water front. Summer is waiting. Lake
Okeechobee is a hugely prominent feature in Florida's landscape. Now the State has a Ford
Bronco that's just as noticeable. This one was made to stand out, and it does it in world class
fashion with Lamborghini Arancio Orange paint, and custom Porsche Tartan interior. The smell
of coppertone in the air, a warm summer breeze across the bow of your wake board boat, and
this undeniably beautiful Classic Ford Bronco waiting for you at the dock after a dog day of
summer on the equally beautiful Lake Lanier. That's what a perfect summer day is all about.
Just like the Hudson River, you can find this gorgeous frame-off restoration vintage style
Coyote Restoration wandering through Yonkers, New York. It's our second home, and for good
reason. With incredible venues, world class music scene, and enough soul for the entire East
Coast, the has always held a special place for all of us here at Classic Ford Broncos. Now it has
one more little piece of our heart as this incredible pale yellow Coyote Restoration now cruises
her avenues. Sometimes, old school is the right school. This uncut coyote bronco restoration
proudly shows its vintage heritage with new school reliability. From her new Ford Racing 5.
Every now and then we rebuild at truck with real history A Bronco with a story. A Bronco with a
Legacy. This is that truck. Check our take on a true icon of early Broncos. Perched on the
Mediterranean coast line, this truck will live a life of luxury. With its world class upgrades, she'll
provide the same luxury to anyone who finds themselves in the driver's seat. Sunsets,
sprawling vistas, and stunning beauty She's ready for long cruises through Spanish moss filled
trees to the nearest crawfish boil with friends. Like her namesake, this Ford Bronco restoration
is a blending of old world feel, and new world style. Park City, Utah was founded as a Silver
town in times past, and hasn't lost it's touch with it's history. Neither has this frame off Ford
Bronco restoration. As with every one of our trucks this Coyote Bronco is one-of-a-kind, and a
gateway to adventure. Ford Bronco Half Cab trucks It doesn't get any cooler, plain and simple.
This vintage style restoration was a complete frame off rebuild from gate to grill, and pulls no
punches with it's "arrest me red" paint color. Silicon Valley is known for it's leading edge tech,
but life is about balance, and this Vintage Ford Bronco delivers old-school cool to temper it's
long list of modern features including a brand new Ford Racing Coyote HP engine. With unique
touches all the way down to it's vintage style custom steel wheels, you can enjoy the vintage
Bronco looks, but with all the amenities of a modern ride. Rolling surf, salt air breeze, and a
perfectly manicured fairway in your future? Like teeing up on that first box on the course, you
can be sure that you're about to have a great day when stepping into this Classic Ford Bronco.
From it's Porsche factory paint color of Macadamia Brown, to it's hand dyed leather interior in
matching Whiskey Spice, like all of our Coyote trucks, this one was meant to be driven. Kisco
are the perfect backdrop for this Classic Ford Bronco. Proudly sporting colors of Bahama Blue,
this Early Bronco has a thoroughbred heart with it's Coyote 5. Nested just north of the 10,
islands preserve in the Everglades, Marco Island sits on the edge of untamed country. This
Classic Ford Bronco was built with the same fine line Don't worry, the cops are pulling you over
because this Classic Ford Bronco is awesome, not because of it's "Arrest Me" red color
scheme. Built from the ground up, this frame-off restoration proudly boasts a Rimini Red over
Hot Rod Black paint scheme. The owner of this truck told us "his grandfather would roll over in

his grave if it isn't badass", so that's what we built: a Coyote 5-speed hotrod of a Bronco with
custom touches, but all the original farm truck attitude. Every now and then we get to build one
our way, and people seem to dig it as much as we do. Put the top down, turn the stereo up, and
leave your worries far behind you. Rocky beaches and fresh lobster rolls This full Coyote
restoration, dressed in our now famous Brittany Blue, will have you smelling the salt air and
dreaming of oceanfront views every time your climb in. Fishing gets in your blood. It becomes a
part of who you are, and for this client, he wanted something that reminded him of stepping
onto a flats skiff to go bonefishing every time he opened the door to his truck. From
coastal-inspired colors to sand colored leather seats, we have to admit It's one of our favorite
Coyote Bronco builds ever. Tight Lines Ya'll. The Wild Bunch Iconic Western, and less known:
the nickname for the HP that the Coyote 5. Everybody knows it takes a serious badass to handle
the double blacks at Aspen. This one is our homage to the fearless few who take up the
challenge head on. We tend to prefer bourbon ourselves, but hey, to each his, uhâ€¦her own.
You just have to be able to pay for it! This super clean, classic build is fitted with a Coyote HP
beast, 4R70W automatic transmission and custom leather interior. Part of our new signature
series, we personally designed this Bronco for instant gratification. Timmons across the street.
More like a horse town. Just as it was in Sun Valley's early days, this Bronco started out small.
We replaced the straight six with a Blueprinted that put a little more go in its giddy-up. Cubbies
blue is a color that demands attention. So pay attention. If this sounds like you, give us a call.
We delivered this one personally because we watched Close Encounters of the Third Kind, and
X-Files way too many times as a kid. With this kind of speed, and a slippery Silver Frost Gray
paint job, this thing could easily be mistaken for an Unusually Fast Object. The truth is out
there, my friends. So you want a restored vintage Bronco, eh? Simple, clean, and one crazy-fast
truck. Party on, Wayne. Party on Garth. All it takes to build the perfect Florida beach cruiser is a
Fistful of Dollars. With movie star good looks, and an attitude to match, this vintage Bronco
goes from beach to street with an ease and power that only comes from a modern Coyote
mechanical upgrade. Every town has a boss. Be the boss. We wanted it all for this build. CFB
frame-off restoration using all of our components. And we do mean all â€” hence the price. Take
a look at this tough-as-nails Bronco build and if you like what you see, give us a call. You know
what you want and you want it now. We put a Blueprinted in it. If this is your kinda Bronco, give
us a call. Getting all those horses stopped is the job of those bright red Wilwood brake calipers
peeking out of the black WARN steel wheels. This truck has swagger for miles. Miles of
coastline, that is. Built for a client in Laguna Beach, California, this Bronco is as old, and
modern, as the beach itself. From history to highwayâ€”we turned this old Bronco into an
envy-inducing, modern-day beach cruiser. Give us a call. Usually, people move to Nashville to
find their dreams. Fortunately for her, we make the impossible happen just about every day.
Done and done. Can ya? With only miles on this Ford Performance Coyote 5. The city so big
they have three downtowns. Did we mention he is an Atlanta Brave? We thought twice about
building for this particular client because, well That was all we needed to hear. What do you do
when your client lives in a state as big as Oklahoma and wants a custom built Bronco for an
everyday driver? You do a frame-off restoration with a HP fuel-injected Ford Coyote modular
engine transplant so they can get from one speeding ticket to the next, as quickly as possible.
Saddle Bronze is a color that demands attention. Bryan keeps asking how this one got out the
door for this price. Since this Bronco was going to one of the smallest states in the country, we
decided to put in one of the biggest engines we could find. Check out the specs and let us build
one for you. This CFB build for a client in Florida features easy to remove soft, and bikini
topsâ€”you know, sunshine and all. With all that brawn comes a little nighttime bling via neon
lighting FX. If you like to go incognito, this might not be the truck for you. CFB Signature series
truck ready for immediate delivery. Love what we do but don't want to wait? Well this truck is
your answer. Give us a call today to see what we have in inventory for immediate delivery.
Laid-back, beach-to-town cruiser. Our idea of laid-back was to couple this classic look with a
Blue Print powerplant. This is what you call a sleeper. Very, very wrong. Lurking under that
understated hood is a fire-breathing Ford Coyote 5. Call to reserve your truck today.
Fortunately, this build started off with a mint condition volunteer. We did a frame-off restoration,
reusing as many parts as we could. These kinds of builds are fun to do, and they get you into an
amazing truck for a lot less moolah. Uncut fenders, original style interior and factory wheels.
Old-school styling meets new-school mechanicals. If this is your style, give us a call. This
simple beauty gets to live on a tropical island. Is it wrong to be jealous of a truck? It is? We kept
this build very simple. A new, Blueprinted Ford , new interior, new shoes, and then we put it on
a slow ship to St. We all offered to personally escort it to its new home, but the client forgot to
check that box on the contract. This thing is big. Make sure the brown stays on the exterior,
where it belongs. Because, why not? We were happy to do it. With a crate Blue Print , new

suspension, and CFB custom leather package our Bronco seems to off-road just a little better
than the Ferrari. Our Builds Bronco Builder Pre-owned. Give Us A Shout This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Autoblog
Staff. Share 0 Comments. Sign in to post. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box
to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. To say we're excited to finally drive the upcoming Ford Bronco would be
a serious understatement. After all, who wouldn't love a boxy, Raptor-influenced, alternative to
the Jeep Wrangler? At the same time, though, we understand that no matter how cool the new
Bronco ends up being, there are always going to be fans out there who wish Ford would just
sell the original Bronco again. If you're one of those people, the good news is there actually is a
way to get your hands on a brand new Bronco I. These won't be restomods, either. Our
proprietary, exclusive solutions to re-condition and manufacture the first-generation Ford
Bronco has led to incredible growth of our company. Deepening our relationship with Ford will
help us better serve our customers who want the ultimate classic for Bronco with modern
performance. And while Gateway's Broncos all retain the original styling, they benefit from the
use of modern chassis components, suspensions, and engines. Spring for the top-of-the-line
Modern Day Warrior edition, and you'll get a 5. Yes, that's a ton of money for a new version of
an old SUV you can probably find in the classifieds for a fraction of the price. But remember,
these Broncos are engineered and built from the ground up at a rate of two to four vehicles a
month. The upside is you'll always have the coolest car in the parking lot, guaranteed. Source:
Gateway Bronco. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Collin Woodard Words. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Last month we
heard that the Ford Bronco might be getting a Heritage Edition. Today we have spy photos that
seem to confirm just that. The Bronco prototype pictured may have heavy camouflage, but they
don't cover up the retro wheels. There's also just enough of a hole in the coverings to reveal a
similarly retro-inspired grille. The wheels are the clear giveaway that this is a special Bronco
variant meant to play on the hallmarks of the original SUV. They're modeled on the simple
painted steel wheels from the old Bronco. And with the bare spare on the back as reference, we
can see that there's some sort of covering for the lug nuts on the main wheels. Those coverings
seem somewhat inspired by the small "dog dish" wheel coverings you might find on old steel
wheels. They likely will be silver or chrome to continue the look. Also interesting is that these
wheels are fitted with the same inch off-road tires that come with the Sasquatch package, so
buyers won't have to sacrifice off-road traction for retro style. While the wheels on this
prototype are painted a matte black, we're expecting they'll actually be painted white for
production. The reason for this is in the grille we can just make out. It's the base grille available
for the Bronco , but it's painted white like on classic Broncos. Those old SUVs had their steel
wheels painted to match the white grille and white top. Also, since Ford already confirmed a
white top would be available in the near future, we're sure the Heritage Edition will get that to
match the grille and wheels. The Bronco Heritage Edition will probably be revealed in a few
months in time for the model year. We may learn more about additional Bronco accessories
around that time , too. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Spy Shots. Ford
Bronco Heritage Edition appears in spy photos with old-school grille, wheels It's also on big
off-road tires. Joel Stocksdale. Share 0 Comments. Related Video:. Sign in to post. X Sign in to
post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check
your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off

your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. We've been waiting for years to see the new Ford Bronco , and now that
it's been unveiled, we know it was worth waiting for â€”a modern design that's a great homage
to the original. That thought prompted a trip into our photo archives, where we found some
classic photos from when the original Ford Bronco was also the new Ford Bronco. Have a look.
These shots of the then all-new Ford Bronco were taken in , part of a press preview for our
sister publication, MotorTrend , presumably at Ford's Dearborn proving ground. The Bronco's
interior was about as spartan as it gets. Note the lack of a radio and the simple sheetmetal work
on the transmission hump and seat supports. When the Bronco was introduced, the only
transmission choice was a three-speed manual with a column shifter. The Bronco would not get
an automatic transmission until , which was also the first year for power steering. The Bronco
launched in with a fortified version of the cubic-inch 2. It produced horsepower and featured a
larger oil pan, an oil-bath air filter, and a carburetor modified to ensure fuel flow at steep angles.
The clutch housing was cast iron for extra durability. The horsepower, cid 4. These photos were
part of the set taken for MotorTrend 's first Ford Bronco test, which was published in the
September issue. Not all of these photos appeared in the article. Here's a "utility" version of the
Bronco on the banked oval. The Bronco topped out at 80 mph, though the speedometer
optimistically indicated Here's the Bronco with the testing gear strapped on, starting an
acceleration run. MotorTrend timed the Bronco to 60 mph in The Bronco was no muscle car,
that's for sure. The Bronco that MotorTrend tested was an early-build prototype and not all of
the parts were finalâ€”including the brakes. Note what it says on the steering wheel hub:
Falcon! The full story is reprinted here. This particular Bronco was entered in the
four-wheel-drive Grand Prix near Riverside, California, so it had already been subject to plenty
of abuse. MotorTrend photographer Pat Brollier took several photos of the Bronco getting
airborne before settling on the one used in the article. This particular Bronco was fitted with
taller tires that gave it increased ground clearance. Instead of the "Twin I-Beam" suspension
used in full-size Ford trucks, the Bronco used a simpler coil-sprung setup. MotorTrend shot
several pictures to show the Bronco's ground clearance and axle articulation. The Bronco was
an instant hit with off-road racers. Note the window netting and roll cage with its side
extensions. It may affect your taxes. South Africa sets out budget as economy reels from
pandemic. Motor Trend See more videos. Click to expand. Replay Video. Ad Microsoft. Full
screen. Slideshow continues on the next slide. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if
you purchase something through recommended links in this article. Found the story
interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this again.
Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy
Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new
window. We have spent over a decade blending the classic style of the Ford Bronco with the
modern comfort, performance, and reliability of today. Every Velocity Bronco is hand-crafted
with the highest quality parts and materials in the industry. We are passionate about our work,
and it shows in every Bronco we deliver. Explore our modernized classic Ford Broncos in the
gallery below and call us at to discuss your options! Completely custom and built by Velocity.
Packed with one-off custom details, this Bronco surely demands the spotlight with its electric
green 2. Unsurpassed craftsmanship meets cutting-edge tech, all brought to you by the team at
Velocity. New glass, weather seals, hardware, and the rear quarter panels accentuate the quality
you can expect. But where our team has truly gone above and beyond is between the doors. It
all starts with a flawless frame and body that is finished with a custom Anvil Grey PPG paint job.
A Ford Coyote engine meets an automatic overdrive transmission and a Velocity Exclusive
serpentine system in this full frame-off restoration to create a modern drive with the power to
back up the looks of this Bronco. A custom PPG paint job, paired with an entirely custom
leather interior including a one of a kind front bench seat sets this build apart from the rest. We
mixed a custom PPG paint color for a die hard Clemson fan, paired it with chrome bumpers, a
Ford Coyote engine and a 6 speed 6R80 transmission to create a classic even a Georgia fan
would love. A custom cut interior and a Vintage Air climate control unit make for a comfortable
drive and a clean aesthetic in this Early Bronco restomod. It features a V8 engine and 5-speed
transmission with a Dana 20 transfer case. The 6-point rollcage, retractable power steps, and
cable twin stick shifters are only some of the luxury add-ons to this truck which alsoâ€¦.
Velocity has taken this classic Ford Bronco from basic to mind-blowing with yet another
commissioned build. The in-house upholstery team at Velocity has custom-fit this ride with
Daytona weave carpeting, matching floor mats, wrapped seats with custom-upholstered inserts,
and a black headliner making for a classy finish to the interior. Another full frame-off restoration

is out of assembly and ready to conquer the concrete jungle. This Ford Bronco was built with
none other than a Ford Coyote 5. The Velocity team brought this classic to life with a custom
PPG paint job, JW Speaker LED headlights, Mickey Thompson polished wheels, and a
completely custom handcrafted interior which includes our exclusive high back front seats, rear
quarter panels, and rear fold and tumble bench seat. Custom built from top to bottom, this Early
Ford Bronco was built to conquer any terrain! From its 4 wheel Wilwood disc brakes with
hydroboost assisted braking, to its Ford Coyote 5. It received custom touches that stand out,
even more than usual, like our custom Velocity front bumper with push bar and a swing-arm
tailgate spare tire mount. One of our more recent half cab restomods, this Ford Bronco is one
for the books. Running none other than a Ford Coyote engine paired with an automatic
overdrive transmission, she drives just as good as she looks. The Velocity team polished off
this commission build with a new custom PPG paint job, chrome bumpers, and JW Speaker LED
headlights to restore the classic look of this modernized build. After the addition of
synchronized dual wipers and power retracting steps, this Ford Bronco was ready to hit the
road. Allow us to introduce to you the epitome of resto-mods. It began as a blank canvas and a
brilliant concept. This early Ford Bronco has a 5. And to exhale all that forced air is a custom
3-inchâ€¦. Painstaking care was taken to get this year-old build just right, from the OEM-spec
cubic-inch V8 to pristine Eddie Bauer badging. The interior received the same attention to detail
as our completely custom classic Bronco builds with original seats, carpets, and door panels
restored to perfection. Another unique Velocity Built Ford Bronco. With its Ford Racing Coyote
engine and automatic overdrive transmission, this custom build is the perfect gateway into the
world of classic Ford Broncos. Fully equipped with a Dakota Digital instrument cluster, Pioneer
Digital Stereo, and Kicker Sound System, this classic 67 has everything and more that you
could want in a full frame off restoration. Freshly finished, this commission full frame off Ford
Bronco Restoration is stunning. From the PPG custom paint job to the 4 speaker kicker stereo
system, this bronco is one of many iconic restomods produced by the Velocity team.
Experience the thrill of modern performance from a Ford 5. Classic is the perfect canvasâ€¦. The
chassis underneath is powder-coated black, as is the custom hand-built 6-point roll bar with
integrated LED lighting. The Epitome of what it means to modernize a classic. This Ford Bronco
runs on the modern technology of a Ford Coyote 5. The custom-cut interior seats and
handcrafted 4-point roll cage with LED lighting complete the overall aesthetic of this timeless
classic. The frame has been dressed and powder-coated to start things out right. Since
reliability should never be a question, a Dana 44 front axle and Ford 9-inch rear axle get the nod
from our production team. We take pride in our commission builds such as this 76 Bronco
which was designed by the client from top to bottom. With its Ford Racing Coyote engine and
automatic overdrive transmission, this custom build is an icon on and off the road. Fully
equipped with a Dakota Digital instrument cluster, Pioneer Digital Stereo, and Kicker Sound
System, this classic 76 has everything and more that you could want in a full-frame off
restoration. Experience the feel of driving a classic Ford Bronco while enjoying the reliability of
its Ford Coyote 5. Turn your Sunday drive up a notch with a resto-mod like this one. Contact us
today to start building your dream Bronco. This Classic Ford Bronco Restomod is the epitome
of a custom build, completely gutted and restored. You will not find another Bronco on the road
like this. From its custom PPG paint job to its Velocity Built 6 point roll cage with LED lighting,
every characteristic of this Ford Bronco was handpicked and custom fit by Velocity before final
assembly at our shop. This Velocity Built Bronco is anything but subtle. What else can you ask
for in a Bronco? From the bottom of its Pacer wheels to the top of its hand-built 6-point roll bar,
this is an Early Ford Bronco restoration that seamlessly blends classic style with modern
features. At first glance, the original appeal from the late sixties commands your attention.
Finished in a gorgeous Custom PPG blue and new chrome bumpers,â€¦. Modern technology
meets classic design. This classic Ford Bronco is a full frame off restoration, fresh off the line.
Drive the Velocity Difference today. The Velocity team has produced an array of immaculate
restomods and this early Bronco is no exception. This 72 Bronco is a build the whole family will
love. This classic is a survivor amongst the last line of first-generation Broncos to have been
made in Few things say adventure like hitting the open road in one of our Classic Ford Broncos.
This frame-off restoration is perfect for cruising the coast, exploring the mountains or just
escaping the daily grind. Every characteristic of this Classic Bronco was handpicked and
custom fitted with the following upgrades. Fresh off the line, this recent full frame off
restoration of a Classic Ford Bronco with a Ford Coyote Racing Motor is absolutely beautiful.
This Bronco showcases just a taste of what we do. The tub has been built completely from
scratch with all new metal. That attention to detail comes through in the pristine paint job, the
immaculate leather interior, and the added features like power windows. From the bottom of its
Pacer wheels to the top of its hand-built 6-point roll cage with LED lighting, this is an Early Ford

Bronco restoration that simultaneously blends classic style with modern features. While the
original appeal from the late sixties will command your attention, the finished Custom PPG blue
paint and Velocity Exclusive bumpers with LED lighting will make it look even better than it did
off the showroom floor more than five decades ago! This one of a kind Brittany Blue classic
Ford Bronco is one of many restomods done by the Velocity team. She features a classic engine
with C4 transmission, Dana 44 front axle and Wilwood disc brakes with hydroboost assisted
braking which help to create the appeal of modern driveabilityâ€¦. From the bold PPG custom
orange and white paint job to the 5. The 3. Another fully custom Velocity restomod. This half
cab is equipped with a V8 engine and a Dana 20 Transfer Case. Check out all of the custom
work we put into this build from its PPG paint job to its Velocity Built 4 point roll cage with
dome lights. Pair her drivetrain with Procar seats, a Dakota Digital gauge cluster, and JW
Speaker Headlights for a build that looks as good as she drives. Quality, performance, reliability
and modern comforts is just where this Bronco begins. Our vehicles are safe, reliable and will
be a part of your familyâ€¦. Built to stand out, this fully custom Velocity Built Bronco turns
heads everywhere it goes. The Coyote 5. Fresh off the line, this recent full frame off Ford
Bronco Restoration is absolutely beautiful. This Early Ford Bronco is a beast, and loud in more
ways than one, this custom Early Ford Bronco packs a punch both visually and technically.
With a Coyote 5. Because a might not be enough for everyone, a â€¦. This Classic Ford Bronco
with a V8 Engine is one of the many classic restorations we take pride in here at Velocity. With
its metallic two-toned paint and chrome accessories, this build is one of a kind. Restored
Classic Ford Broncos. Call For Pricing. Coyote Engine. View Build. Ford V8. Supercharged
Coyote Engine. Commissioned price upon request. Whipple Coyote Engine. Commissioned pric
upon request. Classic Cars And Trucks. View Our Past Restorations. International Scouts. View
Cart Checkout Continue Shopping. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page
1 of Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. I am proud to offer
for sale this Untouched Ford Bronco. This truck is as close to all origi Dealership Showcased.
This rust-free Ford Bronco has a rebuilt factory engine, a freshly built 3 speed automat
Complete Pictures including undercarriage and Video at This means our prices are Non-Neg
Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile consignment dealerships in
the wor This Ford Bronco has undergone a professional no-expense-spared nut-and-bolt
restoration and i Auction Vehicle. Contact Seller. This nostalgic piece of o Miles: , Flow Master
Dual Exhaust Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently
tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept
under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered
with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. A true work of art, high
end custom Bronco builds combine the beauty of original Broncos with the technology of new
vehicles. Enjoy your tailor-made Ford Bronco daily at work and play. Years of hard work have
paid off - it's time that you owned something you truly love. Works of art, our custom Broncos
are meticulously handcrafted. Only a handful are built each year. Finally, after years of hard
work and savings, the time is right for you to purchase a custom Bronco build. You want to
make wise decisions and work with a company that understands your vision, will guide you
through the purchase process, and respect your budget. There are many moving pieces to a
build like this - you want a company you can trust. We understand how you feel, we've worked
with many people like you that worked hard in order to purchase a Bronco build, and want the
process to be smooth and the end product to be flawless. The Maxlider team has been driving,

building, fixing, and studying new and old Ford vehicles for decades. We take pride in our
craftsmanship, creativity, and skill. Several of our custom Bronco builds have won awards
around the country. A true mark of superiority and grandeur. Although our custom Bronco
builds look retro Our Ford Bronco builds have been reimagined from the iconic Bronco design
into a handcrafted modern day masterpiece ready for the daily wear and tear of both work and
play. Be ready You dream it, we'll build it. Your Bronco is built specifically with your wants and
ideas. Just like the blueprints for a custom-built home, your Bronco will reflect your unique
ideas and special details you have in mind for your vintage Ford Bronco. Browse a selection of
completed high-end custom Ford Bronco builds for inspiration and ideas. The options are
endless for your custom build. A great starting place is browsing our packages to see which
category your desired build fits into. We'll discuss your ideas, dreams, and vision for your build.
Along the way, we'll offer our opinions and technical expertise. Together, we'll develop a plan.
Once your new build is ready - drive away and find more life in the every day while making
memories with your friends and family that last a lifetime. Your dream ride is right around the
corner. We are ready to discuss your ideas, budget, and timeline. Before our initial
conversation, browse our package options below to get an idea of what we can do for you. Skip
to content. Air conditioning. Coyote engine. Overdrive transmission. Fuel injection. Touch
screen stereo. Custom Leather Seats. Full Interio
2003 toyota sequoia owners manual
2001 jeep grand cherokee wiring diagrams
hyundai tiburon 2003
r Cages. Electronic Components. More Photos. The 4-Door Bronco. Clark's Bronco. Kelly's
Coyote Blue Bronco. The Green Bronco. The Blue Bronco. Working with us to build your dream
truck is easy Browse Packages The options are endless for your custom build. Talk Vision We'll
discuss your ideas, dreams, and vision for your build. Bronco Restoration Packages Your
dream ride is right around the corner. We select Broncos whose body is in near perfect
condition and build from there. This build is drivable, but not ideal for daily driving. Requires a
sense of humor! The package includes modern features for a more comfortable ride. It'll be
good for regular driving but won't replace your daily driver. Less maintenance, but not
completely worry free Modern features such as power steering, power front disk brakes, etc.
Using a well-executed pre-owned build, we transform this Bronco into a modernized daily driver
with premium features. Want Something Bigger and Badder? Check out the 4-door Bronco.

